
JACKSON
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Management
Accountant
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(123) 456-7890

San Ramon, CA

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science

Accounting

University of Southern
California

2012 - 2016

Los Angeles, CA

SKILLS
SAP ERP

Adaptive Insights

Tableau

Prophix

Costpoint by Deltek

ABC Solutions by SAP

Certent

RSA Archer

Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE

DocuWare

WORK EXPERIENCE

Management Accountant
Chevron Corporation

2021 - current San Ramon, CA

Led a cross-functional team to customize SAP ERP's fixed asset
module, resulting in a 16% reduction in tax liabilities through
optimized depreciation schedules.

Incorporated Adaptive Insights to conduct sensitivity analysis on the
company's revenue streams, supporting strategic adjustments that
boosted profit margins by 11%.

Oversaw Chevron's indirect cost allocation in Costpoint, resulting in a
14% decline in indirect cost leakage.

Leveraged Certent for conducting variance analysis on the company's
financial performance, slashing unexplained variances by 9% as per
year-over-year comparisons. 

Controller
Oracle Corporation

2018 - 2021 Redwood City, CA

Administered a project to automate financial reporting processes
using Tableau, minimizing manual data entry errors by 18%.

Integrated Prophix's detailed planning and analysis features for
Oracle's R&D projects, enhancing project budget tracking and
lowering instances of overruns by 26%.

Automated financial control testing with RSA Archer, identifying
$241,793 in potential savings.

Streamlined the invoice processing workflow through DocuWare,
resulting in a 22% decrease in recorded transactional discrepancies.

Cost Accountant
Salesforce.com, Inc.

2016 - 2018 San Francisco, CA

Developed a custom cost monitoring dashboard using ABC Solutions
by SAP, providing real-time insights that led to a 7% cut down in
overhead costs within the first year.

Managed the capital expenditure budgeting, overseeing a portfolio of
$16M in assets with a focus on maximizing ROI and supporting
strategic company growth.

Implemented Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Indirect Tax for
automating sales tax calculations and filings, saving 2.4 hours of
manual workload. 

Collaborated with the marketing department to deploy a zero-based
budgeting process, shrinking non-essential spending and reallocating
$112,586 towards high-ROI projects.

https://linkedin.com/

